K3 Syspro case study

Boss Design

SYSPRO is Boss’s Choice.
As many manufacturers have found, a focus on
product design cannot sustain success on its
own. With growth comes business complexity,

At a glance

and ‘intelligence’, and heightened customer

Boss Design

Company
Industry sector
Manufacturer
• Modern, premium quality contract furniture

SIC Code

gained.

Number of employees

One business that has recently been through this learning
curve, and which has come out on top as a leading UK

The challenge

bespoke product design. Many of its clients are architects and
The more recently established division, KOMAC, has grown The

145 +
• Growing company
•
• Outdated systems
• Spreadsheets used
•
• SYSPRO 6.1 ERP
• SYSPRO Financials
•

•
•
management and control systems,
• Eliminated a major source of wastage
•
•

“There is much less waste - both in
terms of manpower and material - and
improved customer service is being
achieving massive growth.”
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More recently established division, KOMAC, has grown steadily
into a forward thinking, dynamic manufacturer of an exclusive

This latest success of both companies, which have their own

development of SYSPRO
throughout the group, we have been
able to radically overhaul and

extensive change programme undertaken over the past few

to a lean manufacturing environment,
and really ‘scale up’ the business.”
SYSPRO ERP system from Manchester based K3 Syspro (K3).

of SYSPRO throughout the group, we have been able to
to a lean manufacturing environment, and really ‘scale up’
the business. As a result, we have been able to cope with an
reducing costs and inventory.” She adds, “Without SYSPRO we
never would have coped.”

Time Warp
2002, and this has been recently updated to the latest SYSPRO
6.1 version.

For example, the group is very customer centric and

importance of the front-end order processing to both
businesses, the
previous sales system simply recorded sales details and
provided no real support. Ensuring that orders were

have served their basic purpose, the businesses could sell
was nonexistent. Therefore, all that we could do was print the
furniture out and delivered as best we could,” she adds.

was not uncommon for mistakes to occur. Similarly, both
delivery responses depending on the products required.
own work plans, and this would mean that they could
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“As a result, we have been able
to cope with an 18% year on year

However
and development of the ERP system.
Crucially, with the group lacking many key processes, the
important changes. In many instances this has meant
re-organising in line with the system’s processes and required

and reducing costs and inventory.”
She adds, “Without SYSPRO we never
would have coped.”

Management System. As Seaward observes, “When we
sheet of paper in many areas. But even in departments
where we had some controls, we decided to start afresh.
For instance, we transferred nothing from the old accounts
systems, so that we didn’t bring over any bad habits.”

but the development of a whole new way of working. As a
done it this way before’ issues. But, to ensure it would get
the best out of the system, Boss took great care to match the

Performane Step Change
“We realised that the change over would be a real strain,
and so we took around 12 months to set up the system and
the new processes, and prepare everyone. But this approach
everyone was very comfortable with the changes and ‘loving’
the system,
y, we have had great support
.”

businesses, SYSPRO’s sales order processing and Product
eliminated a major source of wastage and mistakes. While
typically spreadsheets that people had developed for their
been found for SYSPRO to undertake the task or produce

r, Boss has subsequently

from the same ‘hymn sheet’.
Over the last 18 months, new triggers and events have

through which users are now seeing their ideas put into place.
w, three years down the line,

credit limits. But, perhaps the biggest change has been

is because we decided not to just settle for the package as
it was implemented, but to keep challenging our business.
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to drive their increasingly lean environments, which are
based around assembly to order, minimum WIP, limited on

subsequently, we have had great
support from K3. They understood

factories,” states Seaward.
purchasing of all raw materials, wooden frames, metalwork

progress.”
Moving Forward

management to work around any upcoming capacity

now provides advance warning of any shortages.

The present achievements have not dampened the
Group’s enthusiasm for further system development.
access on their laptops to sales order query data, via a
VPN service, and the remote access may be extended to

Seaward concludes, “If you look back over three years
it is amazing how far we have come, and much of this is
are to be dispatched on which day. Working back from this
data, the planning reports and work too lists are produced,

has also meant that we have been able to move beyond

days prior to an orders dispatch. “Everyone now knows what
they’re supposed to have ready, and when - it’s brilliant,”
notes Seaward.
With the ability to plan, the group is now moving towards
products do have a 2-week turnaround. It has also introduced
a rapid response, 7-day delivery for key customers. This is
based around another SYSPRO generated ‘report’, which
instead of working out dispatch based on geography, works to

will help further enhance the business and improve our
performance.”

and combining this with vastly improved visibility of demand
terms of manpower and material - and improved customer
massive growth.”
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